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2Contents
• Introduction – outline of current recycling 
position in UK;
• Experience with re-use of two materials in 
asphalt:




3Recycling – Is it all worth it?
4• In the UK, asphalt recycling is common, 
encouraged and is specified by national 
standards.
– In-situ recycling comprises three processes:
• Repaving
• Remixing
• Retread – Cold (may adopt emulsion or foam       
             bitumen)
Introduction
Hot – Wirtgen Machine
5Introduction
– Plant recycling (off-site)
•Hot recycled materials in modified batch 
plants have been used. More recently, cold 
recycled materials have evolved using 
bitumen emulsion or foam.
6HD35/04 Design Manual for Roads & Bridges
Provisions for 
use of secondary 
and recycled 
materials in UK 
pavements
7Recent and current research on 
materials re-use in asphalt 
pavements
















Incinerator Bottom Ash Aggregate 
(IBAA)
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14mm SMA including 50 Pen binder
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Crumb tyre rubber - cracking resistance
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Crumb tyre rubber – site trial
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Rubber asphalt - Challenges
• No cross-linking between rubber and 
bitumen – storage problems
• Long-term performance – ageing
• Potential for recycling - recyclability
• Cost implications – legislation/tax-relief
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IBAA in asphalt
• IBAA has been used to replace virgin 
(limestone) aggregate in an asphalt 














Lower binder coarse limits
Upper binder coarse limits
lower road base limits
upper road base limits
Limestone Conrol Blend
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Mixtures saturated, immersed in water at 60oC for 
6 hrs, then in water at 5oC for 16 hrs – 3 cycles
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Challenges - problems
• Viability of IBAA mixtures;
• Durability.
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